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Africa 1982
South African Rock Climbing
Michael Scott

The schoolboy phenomenon has hit with a vengeance. Hottest property
among them is Andrew De Klerk who has shown incredible ability. With
Dave Kelfkens he squeezed up a new H2 line in the Cape Cedarberg
W olfberg area between the already desperate eliminates opened 2 years
ago by Dave Davies and Robin Barley. Andrew recently tried to freeclimb Capt. Hook on Table Mountain (H2 for an on-sight free lead) and
held on for several minutes to a one fingertip grip that didn't even reach
the first joint. He peeled eventually because he was too short to reach
above the overhang. It was climbed by Kelfkens who is 300mm taller
and who said later that he had barely lO seconds to stay on that hold! It is
sad to relate that chalk is everywhere. Some climbers don't even wear
socks in their EB's, but fill them up with chalk instead!
Cape
The HI grade is given a positive airing and H2 may well be believable
too, now that the initial wild claims have settled down. There is hardly
an aid route that has not been fully or partly free-climbed, and the bold
quest for solo adventure has included some solo ascents of aid routes.
New routes are now frequently only 1 or 2 pitches, such as the climbs
starting off the Staircase Traverse on Table Mountain, or the H2 crack
on the Wolfberg which ends at an abseil peg. When asked why they
didn't finish on another route, Kelfkens and De Klerk said 'After a G3
pitch and an H2 pitch, who has the strength to go anywhere?'
Thunderbolt Direct was climbed by De Klerk and Wood as well as by
John Davies and Gordon Bosch. The route is now consistently done with
one point of aid on the 2nd pitch through the big roofs. Apollo, G2, on
Castle Rocks was climbed by Tim Biggs, Richard Hess, Chris Lomax
and Andrew Whittaker. A kloof near Montagu in the Langeberg range
has now yielded some 14 new routes of approx. 180m, mostly Gl. Best
route is a 45m crack lOOmm wide opened by Lacey and February called
Nuclear Waif. Since Eckhard Haber did the first climb there 2 years ago
the cliff has been virtually dormant until now.
Krakadouw in the N Cedarberg has seen some activity. Orang
Outang, G2, received an ascent by Greg Lacey and Andrew Whittaker
with Lomax leading the 2 crux pitches on-sight. The face to the left of
the pillar and main amphitheatre yielded Kaya Man, 183m, G2Al,
Lomax leading 5 G2 pitches in a row. One of the most exciting lines in
the area, Gorilla Grooves, G3, AI, was climbed by De Klerk, Lacey and
Lomax using only 1 point of aid on the crux, and Lomax did a fine
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variation to the 2nd aid pitch by climbing straight up a wall, G2, instead
of traversing left to an aid crack. De Klerk climbed several pitches of a
new route between NNW and Renaissance on Du Toits Peak, solo, and
bailed out after some desperate hooking moves. He did a solo ascent of
Renaissance next day.
Table Mountain
Tarquin Holt and Pete Douglas opened Thunder and Lichen, G2,
and Vengeance, H1 MO, on Valken Buttress. The aid on Vengeance is
for 4 rests. On a 2nd ascent De Klerk chopped these to 2, with Tienie
Versveld, confirming the H1 grading. De Klerk and Versveld also made
the 2nd ascent of Thunder and Lichen. Subsequent ascents have been
made by Franz Nel, Versveld and Lacey. Postern Buttress yielded Quiet
Lane, G3MO, by Ed February and Lacey. Aid is used for 2 rests and
there is controversy as to whether this is an unreported route ascended
by Dave Cheesmond and Brian Gross. February injured his knee doing
a strenuous jamming move. Also on Postern Buttress, Paper Tiger was
climbed by John Davies and Jonathan Gordon, after Gordon had
survived a spectacular leader fall on the Charlie Hankey pitch. On
Castle Buttress February and Lacey climbed straight up to the last pitch
of Castle Laager giving Sunset Cruise, G 1.
The granite on Lion's Head is the most popular bad weather crag.
Levy and Van Wieringen thought De Bruin Damage crux very serious,
while on Scratch, McKirdy has added another bolt runner to bolster the
upside-down pegs on the traverse, which still frightens most leaders with
its crumbly grips. On Lower Venster Buttress De Klerk, Versveld and
Lacey climbed Stone Child, G2, on the rib between Rope Trick and
Garden Boy. Nursery Buttress yielded another fine route just left of
Gambols called Power Struggle, G2A1, by February and Lacey.
Wet wintry days have seen activity on Muizenberg and Elsies Peak.
Great Sloth G 1, has been soloed by both De Klerk and Lacey. The
Problem was also climbed by John Davies and Jonathan Gordon earlier
in the year. De Klerk has also soloed the first pitch of Leadbelly, G2 at
Elsies. February, Lacey and Clive Ward opened a squeezed Fantasy
Factory, G 1, on the left-hand side of Muizenberg amphitheatre. At
Elsies, Counterpoise, first free-climbed by Robin Barley and Michael
Scott, was repeated by De Klerk and Versveld, who graded it G2. De
Klerk and Gordon Morton (an all-school team) have free-climbed both
Sputnik, G3, and Easy Rider, G3, controversially renaming it Winds of
Change. Morton was unable to second. The same pair also added
Premature Arthritis, G 1, to the crag. Fountain and Africa Ledges
remain popular crags. Versveld and De Klerk climbed The Dream, G2,
avoiding the unprotected G3 crux by a G2 variation 4m to the right of
the original route. The route has also had ascents by Franz Nel,
Versveld, February and Lacey, confirming this as a modern classic.
Versveld has also made the 2nd free ascent of Hard Times, G2.
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February, Lacey and Lomax made a complete ascent of Cabbage
Fingers, G3, including the strange traverse under the Eyrie hole.
Solo climbing has become fashionable with Lomax adding Africa
Bustup, G 1, to his collection of first ascents. He tried the scary F2 roof 4
times before succeeding. Other solo ascents are: Finale, G1, by both
February and De Klerk, Roulette, G2, Last Laugh, G1 and Bowstring,
G1, by Lacey, Dynamite, M2, Cretin, G1, by De Klerk and the first
pitches of both Last Tango, G 1, and Oddshouters Outing, G 1. De
Klerk, climbing with Lacey, made a fine free lead on an as yet
unreported 1978 route-Grasp, G3. The crux on this climbs through
onto Myrrh Free from the Staircase stance and was opened in the
summer of 1978 by Kelfkens and Lacey. It has also been written up,
however, as a top pitch to the climb Cool Cat, H 1, which was opened by
Kelfkens and Hilton Davies. This area has seen two other new routes as
well: Haggaii. G2, by De Klerk and Wood and Boulder Highway, G3,
by De Klerk and Morton. Both these climbs are in the
Staircase/Escalator area. De Klerk was instrumental in sorting out the
Farewell to Arms problem. On an ascent with Wood and Morton he toproped a G2 pitch that avoids the old moves onto the Touch and Go crux
and also top-roped a pitch directly up the wall above the Touch and Go
stance. Pete Douglas and Greg Lacey climbed Farewell and thought the
roof pitch overgraded, whereas Versveld and Holt had to use the point
of aid. Africa Amphitheatre has received ascents by Zane van der Schyff
and De Klerk. This pair also did Roulette, joined by Morton. Laceyand
Douglas climbed Roulette, and also did a free ascent of Africa Scandal.
Last Three Inches has had a number of ascents, including Gordon
Bosch, John Davies, Jonathan Gordon and Richard Hess.
Transvaal
Climbing in Johannesburg seems to have taken a rather hectic turn. A
race was held by two teams of energetic climbers. The race included a
few km of cross-mountain running and 180m of climbing at the limit of
one's grade. A deduction of 5 points per metre was made for every climb
done below the limit of one's grade. Alan Lambert and Pete Douglas
won. Among the climbs done were Manhatten, 20th Century Youth and
Breakfast in Bed. A new route, G2, was opened the day before the race
by Pete Douglas and Mike Brunke using the virtually unknown
technique ofyo-yoing. Ten new routes have been opened on the 50m high
sandstone cliffs near the Outward Bound Centre in Lesotho, most of
them opened by Jamie Holding. All the climbs except one are on the
Lekhalo Raboqha (Raboqha Cliff) and the Cliffof the Birds.
Krantzberg: Milen Arsenjevic and Duncan Peters opened-Apocalypse,
G1, on the steep faces between Swift Crag and Black Eagle Crag. The
climb yielded 7 pitches of excellent climbing.
Hanglip: Clive Ward and Carl Fatti opened a new F3 route at Hanglip
near Born Free. At Tonquani Carl has been investigating the
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unexplored crags injunction Kloof above upper Tonquani. The climbs
are short but the quality of the rock is outstanding. The first climb was
opened by Carl and his brother Paul and was appropriately named
Fattipuff, G2. On the 2nd visit Carl and Ron Fox teamed up to open
Let's Do It, Fl and Red Rooster, Ft.
Mhlabatini: If you know the Zulu word for sweet then you know the
name of a new climb, G3, opened at Mhlabatini by Jonathan Levy and
Paul Fatti. The opening ascent provided an entertaining spectacle of
upside down finger tip laybacks, feet scratching ears, plummeting
climbers and popping nuts. The appreciative onlookers kept the current
second supplied with biscuits and tea. In a somewhat more sedate
manner, Paul Fatti and Greg Moseley opened Me Pigface, Gl, which
has a common start with Pigmy Face. Ron Fox and Dan Scott decided to
follow a party of baboons up the cliff in fountain Gully and opened
Baboon Progeny, Fl. On reflection, Ron decided to change the name of
the climb to Bonza to complement the nearby Down Phydeaux. Alvin
Wood, Nigel Cleaver and Clive Ward 'opened two new routes whose
names have a topical ring-Falkland Frenzy, F2 and Senior Service, F3.
Dam Climb or Josini E Face Problem: After completing the construction
of the J osine concrete arch dam the contractor suddenly realised he had
forgotten to attach survey markers 50m up the concave side of the 70m
high dam wall. They employed climbers James Cantor, Merwyn Prior
and Clive Ward to bolt diagonally down from the top of the wall and
glue the forgotten markers in place.

The High Atlas
Lindsa y Griffin
The High Atlas in the winter months offers fine mountaineering projects
in an area which appears to be gaining great popularity amongst
continental ski mountaineers and organised trekking parties. Apart from
the normal route to the summit of Toubkal which attracts a large
following, the other excursions in the area appear seldom frequented at
this time of year. In the main the most interesting mountaineering is
concentrated on the 4000m peaks of the Toubkal region. Although the
approach to the mountains is reminiscently Himalayan in character, the
scale is Alpine and similar in many ways to parts of the Dauphine. Deep
snow makes approaches to the routes tiring and short skis would prove a
definite asset. Although there are a few difficult rock climbs there
appears to be very little ice formation and the area is best for long middle
grade mountaineering routes and mixed ridge traverses on 4000m
peaks. The best and most up to date guidebook in any language at
present appears to be that written by Robin Collomb.

